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ABSTRACT
THE ATTIC DOOR is the feature-length film co-written and directed by Danny Daneau
while pursuing a Master of Fine Arts at the University of Central Florida. Many
challenges had to be met to produce a feature-length motion picture utilizing digital
technology on an ultra-low budget as part of a graduate education. Beyond gaining a
profound understanding of the physical, financial, and emotional strength it takes to
complete a feature-length motion picture, Daneau experienced the creative challenges
that all filmmakers must meet when applying the principles of filmmaking theory to an
actual work of self-expression. The production process for an original narrative film
under the guidelines established by the university has pushed him to make a motion
picture that is both a highly personal work of film art and evidence of the educational
journey he has taken for the past three years.
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I dedicate this research to my mother, father, and sister who have always been my driving
force and inspiration.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Filmmaker Statement
THE ATTIC DOOR is the feature-length film that I wrote and directed while
pursuing an MFA at the University of Central Florida. Beyond gaining a profound
understanding of the physical, financial, and emotional strength it takes to complete a
feature-length motion picture, I experienced the creative challenges that all filmmakers
must meet when applying the principles of filmmaking theory to an actual work of selfexpression. The production process for an original narrative film under the guidelines
established by the university pushed me to make a motion picture that is both a highly
personal work of film art and evidence of the educational journey I have been on for the
past three years..
Before I wrote the first draft of the screenplay, I knew I wanted to tell an intimate,
simple story with a small cast. I like giving myself motivated rules and obstructions
before beginning a project as I feel it inspires creative solutions. My first set of
obstructions was to write a story with only two characters on one location. With those
limitations in mind, I wrote the first draft of a screenplay called A MONSTER IN THE
ATTIC in the spring of 2005. I used this script in my portfolio to be accepted into the
newly formed graduate film program.
Over the next two years many elements of the script would change. The undefined
southern Florida landscape from the first draft, would journey 2500 miles to the desolate,
red rock, American west. The 1930s time setting would change by fifty years, now taking
place in the turn of the nineteenth century. In the editing room even more would change.
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We stripped away the supernatural “monsters and creatures” to focus on the raw
emotions of the characters, hence the new title, THE ATTIC DOOR. Through the three
years making this film, one element has stayed the same. THE ATTIC DOOR has
remained a story about two children afraid to face the truth behind their own mortality.
It was important for me as an artist to explore this topic because of my personal
fears of death. When I was eight years old I was diagnosed with the chronic connective
tissue disease, Scleroderma. The illness causes the skin to harden around the bone so
tightly that the results can be life threatening. For a young child this meant there would
be a good chance the disease would increase as my body grew. Doctors told my parents
they were unsure how long I had to live if the disease did get worse. When I wrote the
first draft of the screenplay it was evident the themes I was exploring in the dramatic
content. My traumatic childhood fears of ghosts and boogiemen were a manifestation of
my necrophobia. Human beings have always tried to achieve immortality, and push
themselves to leave great legacies such as empires, manufactured civilizations, and even
religious institutions, yet they will never truly escape death.
Films with great child performances have always inspired me. To Kill a
Mockingbird (Mulligan, 1962), The Kid (Chaplin, 1921), The Bicycle Thief (De Sica,
1948), Walkabout (Roeg, 1971) and The 400 Blows (Truffaut, 1959), remain some of my
favorite films of all time. Coincidentally, all of these films deal with a harsh reality and
adult situations exposed from a child perspective. The child performances in these films
are full of truth and raw emotion. The children seem more in the moment and real then
their adult co-stars. After researching methods for directing children and looking at the
production stories from the above-mentioned films, I realized that the success of this
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project would fall in the process of casting.
In the summer of 2006, former UCF undergraduate Erica Harrell became the
project’s executive producer. One of her first steps as such was to recruit an old friend
and up-in-coming casting director, Erica Silverman to join the project. Because of the
intimate nature of the story, two children would have to carry the weight of the entire
film. As our casting director, Silverman made it her mission to comb through the best of
the hundreds and hundreds of child actors living in Los Angeles. Word had spread about
our film being a great “child star vessel” and we started to see some of the highest caliber
of child performers. A database of thousands of head shots was set up, all with grade
system to help me find the look we wanted for the kids. I made three trips to California,
seeing hundreds of kids who had made it through the first few round of filtering. Finally,
after an epic search, we found Madison Davenport and Jake Johnson.
Raising money for our film was a daunting challenge. Since returning from
production I have had many aspiring filmmakers ask advice on how to target investors. I
tried it all. I cold called dentist, lawyers and doctors. I toured film festivals, pitching at
parties and hotels. At the end of the day the best advice I can give is to look at the
resources around you. Our films budget came from people one degree separated from
ourselves. People who knew of us, and wanted to invest in our success, not the films
potential.
We were raising money all the way up until the start of production. Including all of
our postproduction expenses (i.e. color correction, digital online, sound and music) we
kept our budget to low enough to work under the SAG ultra low budget agreement. In the
indie film world, this is impressively low. However, by every day standards, it is a high
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amount of real money invested by real people. The final question is, does the value show
in the final piece and what is our strategy for returning the investment?
Without a doubt in my mind, the production value of our film, both technical and
artistic, grossly exceeds the amount spent. The period production design is flawless, the
high definition cinematography is breath taking, and the performances from the children
are unlike anything I’ve ever seen. Our plan for release is to target festivals where we
believe we can win awards. Alone, the film is in an odd genre and has no bankable talent.
We believe accreditation from festivals and critics will help us make a final sale. Before
the film’s premiere we hope to have assembled a team of producer reps and publicists
who can help us make a deal. In the end, we own all rights to the project. If we are
unhappy with deals offered we will set up a DIY distribution with a company such as
Truly Indie or Emerging Pictures.
Although the guidelines of this filmmaker statement were to focus on the thesis
film produced, I came back from production with something much greater. Writing and
directing this project is the realization of my dreams. It is what I’ve strived for since I
was thirteen years old. I worked with my team for years to get to get to this finish line.
The journey wasn't just about making a feature length film. It was so that we could
crystallize our hopes. I didn't just come back from Utah with a finished film; I came back
with a sense of place and purpose. It has been the most rewarding experience of my life.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE PICTURE

Figure 1 - Darrell (Actor Jake Johnson) stares in into vast and lonely landscape
of the American West.

Figure 2 – Caroline (Actor Madison Davenport) awakes safely in her parent’s
bedroom.
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Figure 3 – The once prospering farmhouse is falling into disrepair.

Figure 4 – Darrell (Actor Jake Johnson), left, and Caroline (Actor Madison
Davenport) check on the barricades of the ominous attic door.
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Figure 5 – Caroline (Actor Madison Davenport), right, and Darrell (Actor Jake
Johnson) escape the foreboding farmhouse in their covered wagon fortress.

Figure 6 – Darrell (Actor Jake Johnson), right, and Caroline are startled by
a mysterious sound from the attic door.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH MATERIALS
Screenplay
The following screenplay includes production scene numbers (green), the original script
page number at the top right of every page (red) and script revisions name (blue). Here is
an example:
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Marketing Plan:

Figure 7 – Darrell (Actor Jake Johnson) in early marketing postcard created for a
Sundance 2008 Panel. FRONT OF CARD.

Figure 8 – Details of Sundance 2008 Panel. BACK OF CARD.
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Festival Strategy:

Goals
To outline the festival strategy for the psychological adventure independent film, A MONSTER IN THE
ATTIC, while also providing relevant information about the choice festivals.

Challenges
Besides a well made film, premiere status is one of the most important considerations for top-tier film
festivals. When devising this festival strategy I tried to keep in mind the sanctity of my US and Worldwide
premieres for the top tier festivals. Being a film with Sterling Van Wagenen as one of the advisors, shot
entirely in Utah, Sundance would of seemed to be the ideal choice. However, this proved quite difficult as
my film will be out of post production sometime mid-April. That would mean having to wait for almost a year
just to play the lottery to be considered.
The other challenge was picking the right festivals at the right time. Having to wait and hope for top-tier
influences the beginning of acceptances into your second tier.

Solution
Because of the above challenges, you will see two plans in my festival premiere strategy. The ideal plan for
the film is a world premiere in Toronto and a US premiere at Sundance. Shortly before and after those two
festivals you will see other top-tiers that what would be a great honor to be accepted, but don’t hold the
same weight. Those festivals (ie Telluride, Berlin, Tribeca) are the backup “best-case-scenario” choices.
Once the top tier has been exhausted the timeline allows a smooth transition into the second tier. Between
my second and third tier there is not a drastic difference in the quality of the festival, just in the time of year it
takes place.

Sources
Many of the festival descriptions and deadlines were copied and edited from www.withoutabox.com. Other
sources include, www.filmfestivalworld.com, Indiewire, and the official sites to the listed film festivals.

To p Ti e r F e s t i v a l s
Festival de Cannes
(Cannes, France - May 16th-27th, 2008) What was originally a humble fishing village is now a world famous
city, thanks to Lord Brougham, former Lord Chancellor of England who in 1834 fell in love with the region,
and turned it into a booming tourist resort. In 1939, French minister for Public Instruction and the Arts, Jean
Zay, proposed the creation of an international film event in France. Cannes was chosen for its "sunshine and
enchanting setting". However, the first International Film Festival was postponed due to the war. Now
Cannes has become the international capital of motion-picture arts and a bustling metropolis for over 30,000
film professionals.
Submission Requirement: Films that have been produced during the twelve months preceding the Festival
and have not been released anywhere other than their country of origin, presented at any other international
motion picture event, or been exhibited on Internet.
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Categories: Films in Competition, Out of Competition, Un Certain Regard
Deadline: March 15th, 2007 (based on 2007 CFE)
Entry fees: Feature film on VHS or DVD: 25 Euros, on Beta (SP or Digital): 130 Euros, all taxes included.
and on 35mm film print: 300 Euros. All taxes included.

Toronto International Film Festival
Ideal World Premiere
(Toronto, Canada - September 6th-17th 2008) Starting out in 1976 as a collection of films from other
festivals a festival of festivals,the Toronto International Film Festival has become one of the most successful
cinematic events in the world, universally regarded as an ideal platform to premiere films. The Festival has
undergone countless changes, beginning as a small upstart on the international circuit in 1976.
Nevertheless, throughout its years of growth in size and influence, the Festival has remained committed to
its principal objectives: To celebrate and promote the moving image and to highlight and place Canadian
achievements in an international context. Boasting a public eager for the best in contemporary film, as well
as international attention from media, distributors, producers, and buyers along with a galaxy of stars, the
Toronto International Film Festival is considered the premiere film festival in North America.
(Withoutabox.com)
Submission Requirement: World Premieres

Categories: International, Perspective Canada

Deadline: June 10, 2008 (based on 2007 CFE) Entry fees: $75.0

Telluride International Film Festival
(Telluride, CO- August 29th - September 1st, 2009) The Telluride Film Festival was started in 1974 by Bill
and Stella Pence, Tom Luddy and Jim Card in the town of Telluride, Colorado. It is operated by the National
Film Preserve, LTD. The program is a mix of forgotten gems and films making their North American, and in
some cases World, premiers. Each year, tributes are paid to directors and actors who have fundamentally
changed the world of film. There are no prizes or awards given, unlike other film festivals. Being included in
the program is an honor only 30 or so films get to earn each year.
Submission Requirement: No WIPs. At least a North American “premiere.”
Categories: Student, Short, Feature
Deadline: July 15th, 2007 (based on 2007 CFE)
Entry fees: Student $25, Feature $95
Additional Notes: Possible student category for all lengths.

Sundance International Film Festival
Ideal US Premiere
(Park City, Utah - January 7th, 2009) Sundance was started in 1978 as the Utah/US Film Festival in an effort
to attract more filmmakers to Utah. At the time, the main focus of the event was to present a series of
retrospective films and filmmaker panel discussions; however it also included a small program of films made
outside the Hollywood system, commonly known as independent films. Utah resident Robert Redford was
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the festivals inaugural chairmen, giving the festival a new name and more credibility. Afterwards, after
receiving advice from Sydney Pollack, the festival moved from September to Janurary as to be more
attractive as a Hollywood ski escape.
Submission Requirement: World Premieres
Categories: US and International Feature Films and Documentaries, US and International Short Films
Deadline: September 11th, 2008 (based on 2007 CFE)
Entry fees: $50.00

Berlin International Film Festival
(Berlin, Germany - Feburary 1st-14th, 2009) Upon the initiative of American Film Officer Oscar Martay, a
committee meets for the first time on October 9,1950 to prepare for the founding of an international film
festival in Berlin. Besides Martay and his British colleague George Turner, the committee includes two
representatives of the Berlin Senate Administration, four representatives of the German film industry and a
journalist. At this meeting the dates of the first festival (June 6-17, 1951) and the name “Berlin International
Film Festival” are agreed on. Now the Berlinale (as it’s come to be known) is not only the city’s largest
cultural event, but also one of the most important dates on the international film industry’s calendar. More
than 19,000 film professionals from 120 countries, including 3,800 journalists, are accredited for the Berlin
International Film Festival every year. (Source: Berlin Festival Official Site, filmfestivalworld.com)
Submission Requirement: Only feature films intended for theatrical release may submitted. Films in 35mm
or 70mm format may participate. D-cinema screenings are possible upon agreement. (The Competition has
no video section). The films must have been produced within 12 months before the beginning of the festival.
Participation at another international festival precludes entry into the Berlinale's International Competition.
The films may have been released commercially only in their country of origin. Presentation of a film on
television or in the Internet also precludes participation in the International Competition of the Berlinale
Categories: US and International Feature Films and Documentaries, US and International Short Films
Deadline: November 1st, 2008 (based on 2007 CFE)
included).

Entry fees: The fee is at US-$ 160 (7% VAT

Additional Notes: The “Generation” category attention to quality films for children and young people.

Tribeca International Film Festival
(Manhattan, New York - April 23rd - May 4th, 2009) In 2001, the inaugural Festival was successfully
launched after only 120 days of planning and with the help of more than 1,300 volunteers; the inaugural
Festival became a critical and popular success. It was attended by more than 150,000 people, generated
more than $10.4 million in revenues for local Tribeca merchants, and featured several up-and-coming
filmmakers. The festival included juried narrative, documentary and short film competitions; a Restored
Classics series; a Best of New York series curated by Martin Scorsese; 13 major panel discussions; an allday Family Festival; and the premieres of studio films.
Submission Requirement: Open to works from all regions, but must be at least a North American
“premiere.”
Categories: World Narrative Features, World Documentary Features, Out of Competition, Gala-Spotlight,
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Discovery, Showcase, Restored/Rediscovered, Midnight, Family Film Festival, Sloan Science and
Technology Film Series, Youth Media Series
Deadline: December 14, 2007 (based on 2007 CFE)
Entry fees: EARLY Deadline US$45, OFFICIAL Deadline US$65, LATE Deadline US$95.
Additional Notes: Family Film Festival

S e c o n d Ti e r P r e m i e r e s a n d S c r e e n i n g s
In order of submissions

Sarasota International Film Festival
(Sarasota, Florida - April 4th - 13th, 2009) Established in 1999, the mission of the Sarasota Film Festival
(SFF) is to present unique and quality cinema in a festival atmosphere for the purpose of educating,
stimulating and entertaining audiences. SFF creates an environment that supports and encourages the
filmmaker by providing essential networking opportunities and open dialogue with intelligent, creative and
inquisitive consumers of film. The Festival attracts audiences from local, national and international markets.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Shorts, Documentary, Non-Fiction Feature Length Film, World Cinema, Narrative Feature,
Young Filmmakers Showcase
Deadline: January 11th, 2008 (based on 2007 CFE) Entry fees: EARLY Deadline US $40
Additional Notes: Relationship with the programmers.

Sprockets-Toronto International Film Festival
(Toronto, Canada April 11 to 20, 2008) A festival dedicated to children and youth films, the festival launched
in 1998 with an attendance of 2,300, and has grown at a phenomenal pace, increasing its audience to over
24,000 people in 2006. It is managed my the Toronto International Film Festival Group.
Submission Requirement: None.
Categories: I. Reel Rascals II. Special Presentations III. Short Film Programme IV. Feature Film
Programme V. School Programme VI. Jump Cuts Young Filmmakers Showcase
Deadline: December 14th, 2008 (Based on 2007 CFE), Entry fees: No entry fee.

San Francisco International Film Festival
(San Francisco, CA April 23rd - May 24th, 2009) Internationally hailed as one of the most eclectic and
adventurous in the world, the San Francisco International Film Festival, and after 51 years, is the oldest
international film festival in the Americas. Both filmmakers and film lovers treasure its innovative
programming and relaxed atmosphere.
Submission Requirement: Bay Area Premiere.
Categories: Documentary Features, Narrative Features, Bay Area Documentary Feature, Documentary
Shorts, Bay Area Documentary Short, Narrative Shorts, Animated Shorts, New Visions, Youth Works,
Deadline: November 2nd 2008 REG (Based on 2007 CFE), Entry fees: US $70
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Seattle International Film Festival
(Seattle, WA May 22nd - June 15th, 2008) Coming into it’s 34th year, The Seattle International Film Festival
is the largest film festival in the United States, presenting more than 400 features, documentaries and short
films to an audience of over 160,000 each year. The Festival has been consistently cited by such
publications as The New York Times, Entertainment Weekly, USA Today, Atlantic Monthly and Variety as
one of the top five Festivals in North America.
Submission Requirement: Must be a premiere in Seattle.
Categories: Feature Film, Short Film, Documentary Feature Film, Documentary Short Film, Student Short
Film, FutureWave
Deadline: January 1st REG (Based on 2007 CFE), Entry fees: US $70

Zlin International Film Festival for Children and Youth
(Zlín, Czech Republic May 2008) Drawing from the rich history of Zlin Film Studios - a hotbed of the most
extraordinary Czech animation of the 20th century, the Zlin Film Festival is focused on cinema for children
and young audiences. With almost 50 years of continual history, it is also among the oldest worldwide. It
features several international competitions, augmented by industry events and special events
Submission Requirement: None.
Categories: Feature, Animated, Documentary, Student
Deadline: March 1st, 2009 (Based on 2007 CFE), Entry fees: No entry fee.

CineVegas Film Festival
(Las Vegas, NV June 8th - 16th, 2009) CineVegas has established itself as one of the hottest and fastest
growing film festivals in the world, with recent profiles in the New York Times and TIME Magazine and a
mention as one of the top 5 small fests to visit by Canada's Globe and Mail newspaper. In 2002, Trevor
Groth, Senior Programmer at Sundance, joined CineVegas as its Director of Programming.
Submission Requirement: None. Deadline: March 14th, 2009

Entry fees: US $40

Categories: Jackpot Premieres, Diamond Discoveries, Sure Bets, Area 52, Shorts Programs, Nevada
Filmmaking

Sydney Film Festival
(Sydney, Australia June 4th-22th 2009) The Sydney Film Festival is one of the leading international film
festivals in Australasia. The Festival program is a celebration of international cinema and includes features,
documentaries, short films, retrospectives, forums and industry events. In 2008, the Festival will present the
inaugural Official Competition established to reward new directions in film. The Festival is recognized by the
Federation Internationale des Associations de Producteurs de Films (FIAPF).
Submission Requirement: Priority to World Premieres.
Categories: Official Selection, Official Competition, Retrospective, Series on a Theme, Australia Shorts.
Deadline: February 18th, 2009 (Based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: $55AUD

Nantucket Film Festival & Screenplay Competition
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(Nantucket, MA June 13th-17th 2009) The Nantucket Film Festival (NFF) was founded in 1996 to spotlight
the screenwriters and screenwriting in today's cinema. From its conception, NFF has been dedicated to the
notion that the screenwriter's contribution is at the core of filmmaking. For five days in June, screenwriting is
celebrated with screenings of over 30 feature-length and short films and videos.
Submission Requirement: Priority to World Premieres.
Categories: Feature, Short, Documentary (Feature), Documentary (Short), Animation (Feature), Animation
(Short), SCREENPLAY Competition
Deadline: March 16th, 2009 (Based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: $4

Edinburgh International Film Festival
(Edinburgh, UK - June 18th - June 29th, 2009) The longest continually running film festival in the world, the
Edinburgh International Film Festival is now in its 62nd edition and over the years has continued to present
the most innovative and exciting cinema to audiences from home and abroad. The Festival aims to stand
internationally as a festival of discovery, a celebration of cinema, a centre of debate and a catalyst for new
films.
Submission Requirement: Must be UK Premiere.
Categories: Fiction Feature, Documentary Feature, McLaren Award for British Animation, Mirrorball, Fiction
Short, Documentary Short, International Animation
Deadline: January 21, 2009

Entry fees: US $153

Los Angeles Film Festival
(Los Angeles, CA - June 21st - July 1st, 2009) Now in its thirteenth year, the Festival is widely recognized as
a world-class event, uniting new filmmakers with industry professionals, critics, scholars, film masters, and
the movie-loving public. The Los Angeles Film Festival is a program of Film Independent, a non-profit film
organization that provides year-round support for over 6,000 members and the indie film community. It
draws an average of 80,000 people a year.
Submission Requirement: Projects must be a premiere in greater Los Angeles area.
Categories: American Narrative Features, American Documentary Features, Music Video Programs, Short
Film Programs, International Narrative and Documentary Features, High School Short Films
Deadline: January 12, 2009 Entry fees: US $60 Notes: Target Filmmaker Award - $50,000

Karlovy Vary International Film Festival
(Prague Czech Republic June 29th - July 7th, 2009) The Karlovy Vary IFF is the most important international
film festival of Category A in Central and Eastern Europe and the only festival of Category A in the Czech
Republic. The concept of the festival is based on the advantageous geopolitical location of the Czech
Republic on the border between Eastern and Western Europe. The Karlovy Vary IFF presents annually for
the first time in the Czech Republic more than 200 new films from the whole world. The festival is open to
the public and is visited by thousands of young people
Submission Requirement: Must be international premiere for competition category.
Categories: Official Selection Competition, Documentary Competition, East of the West, Horizons, Another
View Deadline: April 18, 2009 (Based on 2007 CFE)
Entry fees: None
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Giffoni Film Festival
(Giffoni Valle Piana, Italy July 2008) With over 82,000 people in attendance, the Giffoni Film Festival is the
most prestigious of children's film festivals in the world. This festival screens Feature, short and animation
films and videos for children between the ages of 6-19.
Submission Requirement: Projects must be in original language with Italian subtitles and must be a
premiere in Italy.
Categories: KIDZ - children from 6 to 9 years of age,FIRST SCREENS for children from 9 to 12, FREE TO
FLY - for young people from 12 to 14 years of age, Y GEN -for young people from 15 to 19 years of age,
TROUBLED GAZE - revolving around infanthood and adolescence directed toward adults.
Deadline: June 1st, 2009 (Based on 2007 CFE), Entry fees: No entry fee.

Chicago International Film Festival
(Chicago, IL - October 4th-17th, 2009) Celebrating it's 44th year, the Chicago International Film Festival
continues its fine tradition of leading audiences to discover great cinema. Since its inception, the Festival
has celebrated the best that the world of film has to offer with the belief that movies can involve an audience
by challenging, entertaining and inspiring. Last year they presented over 100 feature films and 40 live action
and animated short films that made their regional, national, and in some cases, world premieres in Chicago.
Submission Requirement: Projects must be a premiere in Chicago.
Categories: Feature Competition, DOCUFEST (Doc Features), Short Film and Documentary, Student
Productions
Deadline: July 25th, 2009 (Based on 2007 CFE), Entry fees: US $100
juror.

Additional Notes: Ebert head

BendFilm Festival
(Bend, Oregon - October 11th-14th, 2009) A young festival entering it’s fourth year in 2007, the BendFilm
Festival was named one of MOVIEMAKER MAGAZINE's 20 Film Festivals Worth the Entry Fee. The festival
boast a number of large cash prizes and a volunteer-per-filmmaker guest service that allows for a incredible
destination weekend.
Submission Requirement: Projects must be a premiere in Central Oregon.
Categories: Narrative Feature, Documentary Feature, Short Film, Conservation, Student Film
Deadline: May24th, 2009 (Based on 2007 CFE), Entry fees: EARLY Deadline US $55
Additional Notes: Goodnight Charlie screened in 2006.

The Times BFI London Film Festival
(London, England - October 18th - November 7th, 2009) The London Film Festival has as its objective the
promotion of cinematographic art by presenting films of quality. It is recognized by the International
Federation of Film Producers Associations (FIAPF) and is subject to its regulations. It is the UK's largest
public film event, screening 300 films from 60 countries.
Submission Requirement: Projects must be a premiere in Europe.
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Categories: Features, Shorts
Deadline: July 14th, 2009 (Based on 2006 CFE), Entry fees: None.

Locarno International Film Festival
(Locarno, Switzerland August 1st -11th, 2009) Established in 1946 and is one of the longest running film
festivals in the world. Locarno has focused on young cinema, meaning films by new directors. The festival
itself has two main components. The first is the primary contest featuring feature-length fictional films by
first-time directors. The Golden Leopard goes to the best picture while the Honorable Leopard is awarded for
lifetime achievement in cinema. The second portion of the festival is noncompetitive exhibition of films in the
Piazza Grande, a huge open-air 7,000 seat theater renowned as one of the best in the world. (Source:
http://library.thinkquest.org/29285/filmmaking/ffe.html)
Submission Requirement: Can premiere in Country of origin, but must be international premiere.
Categories: International Competition, Filmmakers of the Present Competition, Here and Elsewhere, Piazza
Grande, retrospective section, Leopards of Tomorrow, Play Forward, Open Doors, Critics’ Week
Deadline: June 1st (Based on 2007 CFE), Entry fees: none.

Hamptons International Film Festival
Only three years old, The Hamptons International Film Festival was founded to celebrate the American
Independent film - long, short, fiction and documentary - and to introduce a unique and varied spectrum of
international films and filmmakers to our audiences. The Festival is committed to exhibiting films that
express fresh voices and differing global perspectives, with the hope that these programs enlighten
audiences, provide invaluable exposure for filmmakers and present inspired entertainment for all. (Source:
http://www.hamptonsfilmfest.org/about/index.php)
Submission Requirement: No premiere requirement.
Categories: Student Film Awards, Narrative Feature, Documentary Feature, Short Film
Deadline: June 27th (Based on 2007 CFE), Entry fees: $30
Additional Notes: Very good student filmmaker category.

Chicago International Children's Film Festival
(Chicago, IL - October 18th-28th, 2009) Established in 1984, The CICFF is North America's largest and most
celebrated film festival devoted to films for and by kids, and it's the only Academy®-qualifying children's film
festival in the world! The CICFF is the largest festival of films for children in North America and welcomes
over 25,000 Chicago area children, adults, and educators to the screenings, and over 140 filmmakers,
media professionals & celebrities.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Live-action Feature Films, Animated Feature Films, Live-action Short Films, Animated Short
Films, Documentary Films, Live-action Television Production, Animated Television Production,
Deadline: May1st, 2009 (Based on 2007 CFE), Entry fees: EARLY Deadline US $80, LATE US $10
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Additional Notes: Goodnight Charlie screened in 2005.

Heartland Film Festival
(Indianapolis IN October 18th-26th, 2009) All films are judged on the achievement of excellence in
filmmaking and promotion of Heartland Film Festival's mission: To recognize and honor filmmakers whose
work explores the human journey by artistically expressing hope and respect for the positive values of life.
Now in it's 16th year, Heartland Film Festival gives $200,000 in total prize money to the visionaries of
selected films. This includes a Grand Prize winner of $100,000 for the best dramatic feature along with a
$25,000 prize for Best Documentary and $10,000 Vision Award for Best Short. The remaining $65,000 will
be divided among the other Crystal Heart Award-winning films.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Dramatic Feature, Dramatic narratives Dramatic Short, Documentary Feature, Documentary
Short, Animated Feature, Animated Short
Deadline: June1st, 2009 (Based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: EARLY Deadline US $55

Fort Lauderdale International Film Festival
(Ft. Lauderdale, FL October 19th- November 11th, 2009) Celebrating its 22nd annual festival in 2007, the
Fort Lauderdale International Film Festival is a non-profit cultural institution that presents the most
compelling and thought-provoking international films, host special tributes and seminars and introduces
some of the greatest talents to South Florida audiences.
Submission Requirement: Florida Premiere.
Categories: Full Length Features, Professional Competition, Documentaries, Professional Competition,
Short Subjects, Professional Competition, Narrative, International Collegiate Competition
Deadline: August 1st, 2009 (Based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $40

AFI Fest
(Los Angeles, California - November 1st-11th, 2008) The American Film Institute Of America (AFI) is an
independent non-profit organization created by the National Endowment for the Arts, which was established
in 1967 when President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities
Act. The AFI Fest , was launched in 1987 and has been held every year. AFI Fest is the first film festival in
the United States to carry FIAPF accreditation. Beginning in 2007, AFI opened up a satellite festival under
the name AFI DALLAS.
Submission Requirement: Must be at least a North American “premiere.” For jury competition.
Categories: Shorts, Features, Documentaries
Entry fees: US $60.

Deadline: July 16th, 2008 (based on 2007 CFE)

Additional Notes: AFM growing in prestige, sales, and attendance.

T h i r d Ti e r S c r e e n i n g s
In order of submissions

Palm Springs International Film Festival
(Palm Spring, CA - January 3rd-14th, 2010) In it’s 19th year, the Palm Springs Film Festival is Located in the
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beautiful Coachella Valley at the base of Mt. San Jacinto in southern California. The PSIFF is one of the
largest film festivals in the country, screening over 200 films from more than 60 countries to an audience of
over 120,000.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Feature Narrative, Feature Documentary, Short Documentary
Deadline: October 22nd, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE) Entry fees: US $75

Portland International Film Festival
(Portland, Oregon - February 9th-25th, 2010) The Portland International Film Festival is an annual showcase
of new world cinema. Now in its 31st year, the event offers 125 features, shorts, and documentaries films
from over 30 countries in just over two weeks.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Documentary, Short, Narrative Feature, Animation Short
Deadline: October 31st, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $50

Boulder International Film Festival
(Boulder, CO - February 14thth-16th, 2010) Only four years old, The Boulder International Film Festival
(BIFF) combines low entry fees with generous filmmaker hospitality, and open our festival to gifted film
artists worldwide. Over 10,000 filmmakers, national media, special guests and film enthusiasts attended the
four-day BIFF 2007. Upon acceptance, they assign a filmmaker liaison to each filmmaker in the festival and
house you at a 5-star hotel, just a few blocks from our main venue - the historic 850-seat Boulder Theater in
downtown Boulder. There's great free food, great hospitality, a filmmaker bar, skiing 45 minutes from
Boulder, and fantastic parties every night.
Submission Requirement: Must be premiere in Boulder.
Categories: Short Film, Feature Film, Short Documentary, Feature Documentary, Student Film, Animation,
Colorado Showcase, Adventure Film Short, Adventure Film Feature
Deadline: July 2nd, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE) Entry fees: US $45

Cinequest Film Festival
(San Jose, CA - February 27th-March 9th, 2010) In it's 18th year, Cinequest's uniqueness from other film
festivals is based on always being ahead of the curve, whether it comes to discovering independent voices
in front of and behind the camera, showcasing new technology, or reinventing the very definition of what is a
film festival. Although over 70,000 attend CQFF, the three-block proximity of its state-of-the-art venues along
with Cinequest's hospitality, makes the festival experience as warm and personal as it is electrifying. "This
festival is one that sets the trends and is actually ahead of the trends. Other festivals are copying Cinequest;
I see it all the time." -- Chris Gore (Ultimate Film Festival Survival Guide and Film Threat)
Submission Requirement: Must be premiere in Northern California. Projects completed after 01-Oct-2008.
Categories: Maverick Film Competition FEATURE NARRATIVE, Maverick Film Competition FEATURE
DOCUMENTARY, Maverick Film Competition SHORT FILMS, New Visions, Student Film Competition,
Global Landscapes
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Deadline: October 31st, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $40

International Family Film Festival
(Hollywood, CA - February 28th-March 2nd, 2010) The International Family Film Festival (IFFF) will begin its'
thirteenth annual FILM & SCREENPLAY FESTIVAL on February 28, 29, March 1,2, 2008 in Hollywood,
California. The IFFF promotes and encourages the creation and sharing of independent and studio
produced family films suitable for a general audience.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Feature Films, Short Films, Student Short Films, Feature Screenplay, Short Screenplay,
Feature Television Films, Short Television Films
Deadline: February 10th, 2010 (based on 2007 CFE) Entry fees: US $80

Cleveland International Film Festival
(Cleveland, OH - March 6th - 16th, 2010) Founded in 1977, the Cleveland Film Society has presented the
Cleveland International Film Festival every spring for over three decades. Ohio’s premier film event features
over 240 films originating from close to 60 countries. Visiting filmmakers, panel discussions, and student
screenings are all CIFF highlights.
Submission Requirement: Premiere in Cleveland.

Categories: Narrative, Documentary, Animation

Deadline: September, 30 2009 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $65

Washington DC Independent Film Festival
(Cleveland, OH - March 6th - 16th, 2010) "The festival that brings independent film culture to Washington,
DC" (Washington Post) showcases world premieres, award winning features, shorts, animation and
documentaries by local, national and international filmmakers. Founded in 1999, DCIFF is the only festival in
the world that allow its filmmakers to come to Capitol Hill and meet and discuss film related issues with
members of Congress.
Submission Requirement: Premiere in DC

Categories: Narrative, Documentary, Animation, Short,

Student.
Deadline: November 1st, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $30

Ann Arbor Film Festival
(Ann Arbor, MI - March 25th - 20th, 2010) Founded by George Manupelli in 1963, the Festival is now in its
45th year of catering to the works of independent artists from around the world. Today, they attract over
2,000 entries worldwide. Created as an alternative to commercial cinema and mainstream film festivals, the
annual week-long festival remains true to the festival's original goal of promoting film as art and honoring the
artists who make it all possible.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Experimental, Animation, Documentary, Narrative.
Deadline: October 1st, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $40

Florida Film Festival
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(Orlando, FL - March 28th - April 6th, 2010) Celebrating it’s 17th year, the Florida Film Festival was named
one of the top 10 festivals in the world by festival guru Chris Gore in his 2001 edition of The Ultimate Film
Festival Survival Guide, 2nd Edition. Nestled in at number eight (alongside such prestigious events as
Sundance, Toronto, Cannes, Berlin, and SXSW), the Festival continues to showcase the best in American
independent and foreign cinema.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Dramatic Features, Documentary Features, Short Film, International Shorts, International
Features, Animation, Documentary Shorts Additional Notes: Goodnight Charlie played in 2005 festival.
Deadline: October 26th, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $40

Phoenix Film Festival
(Phoenix, AZ - April 3rd-April 10th 2010) The Phoenix Film Festival is a program of Phoenix Film
Foundation, started in 2000 by independent filmmakers as an opportunity to showcase independent
filmmaking and increase awareness and education of films and filmmaking in the Valley of the Sun. It has
quickly become the Signature Arts Event of Phoenix. The Phoenix Film Festival's method of categorizing
films by their budget is a truly revolutionary—and egalitarian—way to level the playing field. In addition,
several studios have agreed to accept screeners of the winning films for review.
Submission Requirement: Premiere in Phoenix.
Categories: Feature Films, Live Action Short Films, College Short Films, Grade School/High School Short
Films, Animated Shorts, World Cinema Shorts, World Cinema Features, Screenplay Search
Deadline: October 31st, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $50

Palm Beach International Film Festival
(Boca Raton, FL - April 10th - 27th, 2010) Founded in 1996, The Palm Beach International Film Festival
(PBIFF) was the brainchild of local business and civic leaders who felt a film festival would offer an exciting
cultural venue for the community, be a tremendous fundraiser for film and TV education and would also
provide an excellent opportunity to introduce filmmakers to the area's resources.
Submission Requirement: Projects must be a premiere in Palm Beach County
Categories: Feature, Short, Featurette, Family-Friendly Films
Deadline: January 21st, 2010 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $70

Nashville Film Festival
(Nashville, TN - April 17th - 24th, 2010) Founded in 1969 as the Sinking Creek Film Celebration and one of
the longest-running film festivals in the country. Now with over 240 films from 44 countries, numerous
industry panels, music showcases, and great parties every night, the 2007 NaFF draws over 20,000
attendees ( a 26% increase from 2006). Voted as one of "20 film festivals worth the entry fee" by
MovieMaker Magazine and highlighted for "One of the Best Film Festival Prizes" by Film Festival Today, it is
one of the most acclaimed film festivals in the South.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Narrative Feature, Narrative Short, Documentary Short, Documentary Feature, Animation,
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Experimental, Young Filmmaker
Deadline: October 26th, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $55

RiverRun International Film Festival
(Winston Salem NC - April 23rd-28th, 2010) In it’s tenth year, RiverRun features a number of festival
screenings and premieres, as well as workshops and seminars offering opportunities to delve deeper into
the crafts of filmmaking. There are also numerous parties to celebrate the festival and welcome visiting
filmmakers and celebrities. The weekend kicks off with a community street festival, continues with a
glamorous celebrity premiere followed by a gala, and is capped off with a host of filmmakers' parties and a
special midnight screening.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Feature Narrative, Feature Documentary, Short fiction, Short documentary, Animation, Student
films
Deadline: October 5th, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $35

Maryland Film Festival
(Baltimore, MD - May 3rd - 6th, 2010) With ten years of experience, the Maryland Film Festival, funded by
an unusual public/private partnership in Maryland, has two practical economic development goals: 1) to
create a world class film festival centered in Baltimore, and 2) to bring filmmakers to Maryland as a way to
encourage future production in the state. They invite filmmakers to present their films in person. There is no
competition or prizes for filmmakers because they want the filmmakers to come together in the spirit of
mutual support and cooperation.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Feature, Short 21 – 49 minutes, Short 6 – 20 minutes, Short 5 minutes or shorter, LOCAL
FEATURES, LOCAL SHORTS
Deadline: December 31st, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE) Entry fees: US $50

Staten Island Film Festival
(Staten Island NY - June 5th - 8th, 2010) The 3rd Annual Staten Island Film Festival is one of the most
exciting public arts and cultural events to ever be held on Staten Island. It is a wildly popular community
event that draws members of the local, regional, national and international moving image arts communities
together to celebrate independent and international films and videos. The festival features the screenings of
50-80 high quality independent films, panel discussions, celebrity tributes, and meet-the-filmmaker events at
eleven venues located across Staten Island.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: Narrative Feature, Films on Art, Documentary Feature, Shorts, Mid-length, Films for Our Future
Deadline: December 14th, 2009 (based on 2007 CFE) Entry fees: US $50
Additional Notes: November Guest and Dirty Jeans (Music Video) played in the 2006 and 2007 festival.
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Rhode Island International Film Festival
(Birmingham, AL - September 28th-30th, 2010) "One of the Best International Film Festivals and top 10
Short Film Festivals in the United States. The RIIFF provides the kind of intimate festival experience that will
change your life. Don't miss it. " --Chris Gore, The Ultimate Film Festival Survival Guide, 3nd edition (2004)
Now in its 12th year, the RHODE ISLAND INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL celebrates the independent
spirit in film and has become a haven for independent filmmakers from throughout the world. In 2007, the
Festival presented 125 World Premieres and 36 North American and U.S. Premieres to sold-out houses.
Films came from 70 countries and 34 states. Attending the Festival were more than 220 filmmakers,
producers, cast and crew.
Submission Requirement: No premiere, distribution, or origin requirement.
Categories: All Films.

Deadline: May 15th, 2010 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $45

Sidewalk Moving Pictures Festival
(Birmingham, AL - September 28th-30th, 2010) The 9th annual Sidewalk Moving Picture Festival, a
celebration of new independent cinema in downtown Birmingham, is set to take place September 28-30.
Since its debut in 1999, filmmakers from across the country and around the world have come to Birmingham
to screen their work at Sidewalk and have been thrilled to discover fresh, enthusiastic crowds eager to
devour new independent cinema. Submission Requirement: Projects must be a premiere in Birmingham.
Categories: FEATURE FILMS, DOCUMENTARY FILMS, SHORT FILMS, AUDIENCE CHOICE AWARDS,
ALABAMA CITATIONS OF EXCELLENCE (ACE Awards), SIDEWRITE 2006
Deadline: May 1st, 2010 (based on 2007 CFE) Entry fees: US $50

Angelus Awards Student Film Festival
(Hollywood, CA - October 21st, 2010) Angelus celebrates its 11th festival in 2006. The Angelus Student Film
Festival honors films that explore the complexity of the human condition with creativity, compassion and
respect. Undergraduate and Graduate filmmakers worldwide compete for the grand prize of $10,000 and a
screening at the Directors Guild of America in Hollywood each year.
Submission Requirement: None.

Categories: Comedy, Drama, Narrative, Documentary, Animation

Deadline: July 1st, 2010 (based on 2007 CFE) Entry fees: US $45

Cucalorus Film Festival
(Wilmington NC - November 7th-10th, 2010) Beginning with a magical event in the fall of 1994, Cucalorus
has established itself as a truly independent film festival, serving the needs of filmmakers before the
interests of corporate sponsors or the studios. Praise has come from many places for our renegade style
and grassroots approach to festival making. MovieMaker magazine dubbed the festival "the best kept secret
on the indie fest circuit" in 2003 and went on to list the festival as one of the "20 Film Festivals Worth the
Entry Fee" the following year. Submission Requirement: None. Categories: All entries. Deadline: June 10th,
2010 (2007 CFE) Entry fees: US $30

Avignon/New York Film Festival
(Hollywood, CA - November 8th-18th, 2010) At the Avignon Film Festival in Provence (since 1984) and at
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the Avignon/New York Film Festival in Manhattan (since 1995), we have showcased many thoughtprovoking films and enjoyed hosting American filmmakers. The 13th Avignon/New York Film Festival is the
American version of the 25-year-old Avignon Film Festival, a cordial "transatlantic crossroads of
independent cinema," five complete days and nights of discovering thought-provoking, entertaining films,
savoring wonderful foods and wines, discussing cinema with independent filmmakers from Europe and the
United States and making new friendships in the heart of Manhattan.
Submission Requirement: None.

Categories: Features, Shorts.

Deadline: October 12th, 2010 (based on 2007 CFE)

Entry fees: US $30

Starz Denver Film Festival
(Denver CO - November 8th-18th, 2010) The Denver Film Society is the nonprofit cultural institution in
Colorado dedicated to the celebration and cultivation of film as art. The Society was founded in l978 and
now, in its 30th year, is one of the premier cultural arts institutions in the Rocky Mountain region. Starz
Encore backs the festival, one of today's most indie-minded cable programming stations.
Submission Requirement: Premiere in Denver.
Deadline: June 15th, 2010 (based on 2007 CFE)

Categories: World Cinema, Shorts, Documentary
Entry fees: US $40
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APPENDIX B: PRODUCTION SCHEDULE AND DAY OUT OF
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APPENDIX D: MUSIC SYNCHRONIZATION LICENCE
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APPENDIX E: CREDIT LIST
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DIRECTED BY
WRITTEN BY
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
PRODUCED BY
STARRING
WITH
CASTING BY
CO- PRODUCER
PRODUCER
PRODUCER
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
CINEMATOGRAPHER
PRODUCTION DESIGNER
EDITED BY
ORIGINAL MUSIC BY
SOUND EFFECTS EDITOR
VISUAL EFFECTS
COSTUME DESIGNER
1ST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
2ND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
PRODUCTION MANAGER
LINE PRODUCER
ART DIRECTOR
LEADPERSON
KEY SCENIC ARTIST
CONSTRUCTION
SET DECORATOR
PROP MASTER
CARPENTER
ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR
ART DEPARTMENT ASSISTANT
ART DEPARTMENT ASSISTANT
ART DEPARTMENT PA
PROP PA
STORY BOARD ARTIST
DRAFTING
GRAPHICS
STAND-INS
JOHNSON,
LEGAL COUNSEL
SCRIPT SUPERVISOR
1ST ASSISTANT CAMERA
2ND ASSISTANT CAMERA

DANNY DANEAU
DANNY DANEAU and ERIC ERNST
ERICA HARRELL
ERICA HARRELL and DANNY DANEAU
MADISON DAVENPORT and JAKE JOHNSON
TOM FITZPATRIC and KAY D'ARCY
ERICA SILVERMAN
ERIC ERNST
NATALIE SAKAI
BRYCE HUDSON
RACHEL HARGREAVES-HEALD
SCOTT UHLFELDER
ALEX EASTWOOD
SEAN LAGRANGE and DANNY DANEAU
KRISTIN ØHRN DYRUD
ERIK SCHUITEN
GEORGE PAPABEIS
CLAUDIA CLARKE VILLA
CORY JOHNSON
SEAN HEYBOER
JAMES HOLDEN
BRYCE HUDSON
ERIN E. REIGEL
LINDSAY DAUGHETRY
WILLIAM A. DUNCAN
JOSHUA ZIEGLER
ELENI ROUSSOS
CRISTINA ALLICA
BRIAN JOSEPH POTTER
LINDA ALDERMAN
CAROLINE ATKINS
JAMES HOLDEN
BRANT RHINEHART
BECCA KENYON
ANA BRUNO
JESSICA L. RANDOLPH
DREW BLATMAN
ALYSSA ALLAN, KOBE ALLAN, CARYN
GAGE DAVENPORT
ALEXANDER MURPHY JR. ESQ.
CARMEN TABANYI
KEVIN AKERS
ADAM RASMUSSEN
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KEY MAKEUP AND KEY HAIR
GAFFER
BEST BOY ELECTRIC
KEY GRIP
BEST BOY GRIP
DOLLY GRIP
SWING
SOUND
ADDITIONAL SOUND
SOUND MIXER
SET MEDIC
SET PHOTOGRAPHER
ADD'L SET PHOTOGRAPHY
LOCATION MANAGER
STUDIO TEACHER
ADDITIONAL STUDIO TEACHER
TRANSPORTATION
ASSISTANT TO MR. DANEAU
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
ADDITIONAL PA
CATERING
BTS DOCUMENTARY CREW

BRITTANI FERNANDEZ
JANICE PEARSON
NICHOLAS V EMANUELE
EDUARDO BARRAZA
JOSEPH OLANDESE
BRIAN J. WEEKS
WILLIAM B. DEMERITT, III
ZACHARY WILCOX
GREG CLARK
JONATHAN LARSON
CHRISTINE DANEAU
BARRY GLAZIER
TERRY ALDERMAN
JACKIE RIFE
NANCY NEUMANN
LINDA STANLEY
BRIAN J. WEEKS
BRIAN JOSEPH POTTER
MEGAN OZUNA
AUSTIN SCOTT
STAR MARTINEZ
ROMAN SAFIULLIN and CHRIS WALKER

Digital Intermediate and Mastering by Local Hero Post
DI PRODUCER
DI PRODUCER
ONLINE EDITOR
ONLINE EDITOR
DI COLORIST

DOUG FOX
LEANDRO MARINI
MARY LIZ THOMSON
TOBY MARTISINS
LEANDRO MARINI

Score Recorded at Stewart Levin Productions, Studio City, California
ORCHESTRA CONDUCTOR
SCORING MIXER
SCORING ASSISTANT
MUSIC PREPARATION
VIOLA
CONTRABASS
PIANO

SUSIE BENCHASIL
ALEX LEVY
PAUL APELGREN
MATT NOVACK
ARMEN KSAJIKIAN
KARL VINCENT
KRISTIN ØHRN DYRUD
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APPENDIX H: FINAL COST REPORT (ACTUALS)
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APPENDIX I: CONTRACTS
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SAMPLE CREW DEAL MEMO
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CAST SAMPLE CONTRACT
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Location Agreements
Exterior Agreement with Bureau of Land Management
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Interior Heritage House Agreement
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Lawyer Contracts
The attorney that represents the picture under the company A Monster in the Attic LLC,
Alexander Murphy Jr., esquire and the producers of the picture signed a confidentiality
agreement that prohibits the disclosure of the terms of his contract. Therefore this
agreement will not be included as part of the written thesis in order to comply with such
terms.
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